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the first case. Averaged mass velocities are calcu-
lated at six distances away from the piston by ave-
raging the velocities of particles in thin layers. The
dependences of the averaged velocities on time are
presented in Fig. 4. The propagating wave rapidly
decays being transformed then into a periodically
one. Fig. 5 shows that in the massif periodical wave
structures are formed. If the massif is in a pre-
stressed state the wave attenuates slowly and the
wave structures do not arise. The prestressed state
is created by the z-direction weighting.

and to build the stress-strain diagram. The stress-
strain diagrams for three types of grains interaction
are presented in Fig. 2. All diagrams are nonlinear
and hysteretic. The hysteresis squares in the vis-
coelastic and elastoplastic cases are greater then
in the elastic one.

The second part of the report is devoted to the
propagation of nonlinear wave in structured media
in gravitation field. The massif consists of 56000
elements with the elastic Hertzian contacts (Fig. 3).
The wave is generated by the same procedure as in

Fig. 5. The vector field at the time t=0.96 ms.
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The aim of electromagnetic sounding including
the logging is to determine medium parameters on
the base of measurement data. In other words, it is
necessary to associate each vector g from the mea-
surement space G to vector p from the space of
model parameters P. The finding of such correspon-
dence determines the essence of solving the inverse
problem.

Traditionally in solving the logging inverse prob-
lem, it is accepted to use a minimization of the func-
tional:
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where: n is the number of sounds in the equipment,
T
iρ  are computed theoretical values of apparent re-

sistance (AR) of the model under consideration, P
iρ

are values obtained really in AR measuring and δi is
the value of error for i-th sound. The values of model
parameters, to which computed T

iρ correspond at
each step of the iterative process of minimization of
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the functional (1) shall be the solution of the inverse
problem. This approach was devised and described
in details in many articles (L. E. Kneller, A. P. Pota-
pov, M. I. Epov, G. K. Gorbik, S. M. Zundulevich,
A. E. Kulinkovich, M. D. Krasnogon etc.). At the
present time this method is commonly used in prac-
tice (for example in programs: Mikar, Electra, VIKIZ
etc.), we shall refer it to as “now used method”.

In the present work, it is shown that practical
use of such approach is not quite correct since in-
stead of vector g the spatial domain g+δg��������� 
��!����"����#����"�����"�$��%���"���##���"���� !!�!���
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��" !val (CI)). Accordingly, the inverse problem solu-
tion shall be not p vector, but a p+δp spatial domain.
The results of minimization (1) reflect only the rela-
tionship between vectors g and p, but do not reflect

Apparent resistivity (ρA) as a function of formation
resistivity (ρT).

any relationship between g+δg and p+δp. For exam-
ple, Figure demonstrates the dependence of appa-
rent resistivity ρA on formation resistivity ρT for resis-
tivity logging sound A0.4M0.1N. As it is shown in
the figure, the values of δρT corresponding to the
same value of δρT can change substantially depen-
ding on a part of range. And in accordance with the
above-stated, in this case the interval of δρT, but not
the value of ρT itself, is the solution of inverse prob-
lem. Thus, the method of inverse problem solving
should primarily minimize the domain of g+δg. As
was found, it can be easily realized. The idea of the
proposed method consists in the replacement of
functional (1) by functional:
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where: λi are weighting coefficients determined from
the condition ( )( )

nλλ
δδ
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inf gp  and in solving the inverse

problem determining the measure of influence on
the confidence interval of every of model parame-
ters, respectively.
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I II 
Type of bed ρT, % ρx0, % D/d, % ρT, % ρx0, % D/d, % 

1 37.1 12.0 23.7 5.4 2.5 5.3 
2 15.6 16.3 23.1 6.4 4.1 6.4 
3 41.5 42.8 34.0 3.7 6.1 3.1 

 

I II 
Type of bed ρT, % ρx0, % D/d, % ρT, % ρx0, % D/d, % 

1 19.4 32.4 72.1 13.3 15.2 13.1 
2 14.1 26.1 51.6 4.9 13.0 12.7 
3 17.8 29.2 47.4 5.3 14.1 18.2 

 

Ta b l e  3. Compared errors in solving the inverse problem with using two methods
(I — excisting, II — proposed) for MEK equipment

Ta b l e  2. Compared error in solving the inverse problem with using two methods (I — now used,
II — proposed) for 7IK equipment

Ta b l e  1. Parameters of different bed models
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To estimate the efficiency let us give some exam-
ples of comparing the proposed method of solving the
inverse problem with the now used method. For that
end, let us consider models of typical invaded beds
corresponding the conditions of the Dnieper-Donetsk
depression (model parameters of considered beds are
given in Tabl. 1; where: ρT is the formation resistivity,
ρX0 is the invasion zone resistivity, D is the diameter of
invasion zone, d is the rated well diameter). The 7IK
seven-sound equipment for induction logging (a modi-
fied analogue of AIT Schlumberger) and the MEK mul-
tisound equipment for electric logging (a modified an-
alogue of HRLA Schlumberger) were chosen as the
sounding equipment.

The results of comparison between these me-
thods for 7IK are given in Tabl. 2, and the ones for
MEK are given in Tabl. 3. It is evident that the pro-

posed method is significantly more precise than the
one used traditionally. Similar calculations were
performed for all spectrum of models of payout beds
relating to the Dnieper-Donetsk depression and
Western Siberia. It shall be noted that effective prac-
tical use of the proposed method has become pos-
sible owing to the development of computers since
it require considerable computer resources: actual-
ly to determine the confidence interval for each of
determined parameters of every concrete bed it is
necessary to solve the inverse problem for several
different values of initial data.

The following conclusion was made on the base
of conducted study: the solution of inverse problem
based on the minimization of functional (2) is more
correct and accurate than in case of use of the mini-
mization of functional (1).
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The main aim of resistivity logging is to deter-
mine geometric and electrical parameters of a model
of borehole environment. Subsequent problems of
geophysical investigations of well, such as deter-
minations of fluid saturation, daily flow of fluid pro-
duction and others will be solved the more precise-
ly, the more precisely these parameter are deter-
mined. Sounds in the complex differ each from oth-
er as to the depth of investigation and the vertical
resolution (along the axe of well). Naturally, the ver-
tical resolving power is worse for sounds with larger
depth of investigation. In this connection, the ne-
cessity to build sounding system for logging with
the maximum high vertical resolution of all sounds
including the most subsurface ones.

A creation of such equipment based on tradi-
tional principles is complicated by the necessity to
use frequency, spatial or time separation, what com-
plicates considerably the design (a creation of ef-
fective equipment with more than two sounds was
found practically impossible). A creation of such
equipment for induction logging are also complica-
ted because of fundamental design limitations.

A factorization is believed an affective approach
to create sounding system for logging with the maxi-

mum high vertical resolution of all sounds including
the most subsurface ones. The factorization permits
to solve separately the inverse problem along the axe
of well and along a normal to it. It means that in each
point of sound’s position we can believe that the bed
has infinite thickness (is free of shoulder effect). In
this case, the conductivity values will change only
along the normal to the axe of well.

The following methodical approach was used for
induction logging: to determine the resistivity ac-
cording to the apparent resistivity measured within
the frame of the linear Doll theory using a solution
of the first kind Fredholm equation of convolution
type. The present method was tested on model
material from various complexes (4IK, 7IK, AIT
Schlumberger). The example of application of such
method to data of 4IK equipment is shown in Fig. 1
(sounds: I0.5; I0.85; I1.25; I2.05. The numbers cor-
responds to the length of each sounds). It is evident
that using the proposed approach permits to factori-
ze the problem with high degree of accuracy. In the
work, it is also shown that after such factorization
the vertical resolution of each sound is limited only
by the error of measurement and the value of re-
cording step along the axe of well.
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